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SO, HOW DO WE MAKE THIS HAPPEN?
Schools are challenged with the task of developing not only programs,
but also processes that will give inclusive programs the flexibility to
change with the fluctuating needs of the student population, month
after month, year after year. These necessary processes can unify and
clarify efforts of teachers and staff. Most of the processes offered here
call for communication and planning—communicating necessary
pieces of information and then using the information to construct
building, grade-level, or student programs.
The concerns of staff working on the inclusion of students with
special needs are usually centered on three major tasks: (1) making
accommodations and modifications that allow access to and benefit
from instruction; (2) promoting individual student growth through the
implementation of unique goals and objectives; and (3) finding ways
to appropriately support the implementation of the first two tasks. The
solution for those concerns hardly ever comes in a neat progression of
steps or tasks. The question, “How do we do this?” may give the
impression that we, as educators, begin a process and move down a
path that leads directly from one thing to the next.
That’s not the case, however! The path is more of a zigzag line.
Accommodating and modifying are ongoing processes that are constantly changing. Needs change, types of modifications change, the
structure of the support changes, then the process begins again. T h e
path differs not only from student to student, but also from time to
time, based on the requirements of each individual student.
Therefore, cookbook solutions will not be the most effective. Lists
of predetermined options are easy, but clear-cut answers won’t get the
job done over the long haul. You can’t “buy” a successful structure for
schools before knowing the needs of the students you will be serving.
Teachers need processes for sharing information and collaboratively
solving problems. Teachers need “tools” with which they can build
programs or add on to existing programs, thus expanding the classroom’s power to provide meaningful educational experiences to all
students.
This manual should put into the hands of practitioners and program
builders the means to structure processes and provide guidance where
there appears to be no clear, open path or defined order of events. T h e
forms and processes in this manual are intended to be used as real
work tools, and they share the following useful characteristics:
6
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• Each form was designed for a job. Each form was designed to
fulfill a requirement of the inclusion process. Much of what teachers
accomplish is through the spoken word. Once committed to paper, a
successful process can be shared with a larger group, thereby
standardizing processes and, yes, even saving time.
• The forms are flexible in their use. Just as a hammer can be used to
prop open a window as well as to pound a nail, these forms can
become useful in ways yet unseen or designed for. Caution must be
employed to prevent inappropriate uses, however.
• With continued and faithful use, the form will “fit” the hand of
the user or users. The process will become familiar and easy.
That’s when the forms become time-savers, as everyone comes to
know the processes, roles, and responsibilities. As time goes on, it
may even become possible to continue the process without writing
everything down. Remember, though, as new staff members join a
school or program, a return to the structure of filling out the forms
completely will be necessary.
• Not every job requires every form in the manual. Each district
and each school will define its own process for structuring inclusion
and may choose not to use every form in the manual. Although the
forms were created to be used together, each form can stand alone
and be used in isolation, if there is a need.
• New forms may need to be created. As the forms are used to define
processes and communicate requirements, the need for new tools
may arise. The most functional forms and processes are based on
program, staff, and student needs. Ideas can be blueprinted,
programs developed, and forms designed—then refined.
• The forms are intended for use by teams of general classroom
teachers and student support services personnel. Permission is
granted to reproduce the forms for planning use. (Selected forms are
also available online at www.masterteacher.com/inclusion.)
• The forms can be used in several educational service delivery
models.
* Consultation Model: Student support services personnel provide
indirect, out-of-class support to general classroom staff or
student(s).
* Resource Support Model: Student support services personnel
provide direct instruction, support, or accommodations to students
with special needs outside the general classroom, most often in a
special services resource classroom.
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* Collaborative or Classroom Support Model: Student support
services personnel provide direct, in-class support to students as
they participate in the general education classroom.
If paraeducators or instructional aides serve as general classroom support personnel, a special support services teacher or therapist must still
be a member of the planning team and develop the program that the
paraeducator or aide will implement. The school should be able to
offer a full continuum of special educational services to be instituted
as needed. Because inclusion requires programs to be built on individual needs, it would be both unfair and unlawful to restrict appropriate placement—whether that means a general classroom,
resource/pull-out class support, a self-contained class, or institutionalization.
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PassPORT

Student___________________________

CONFIDENTIAL

Grade ____________
Figure 4.3
Area of exceptionality _____________________________
This form completed by ____________________________________ on ____________________
(name)

(date)

Approximate (independent) FUNCTIONING levels:
reading ___________
spelling ___________

written language _______________
math ________________________

Physical limitations requiring classroom
adaptations/modifications:
M
M
M
M
M

vision _____________________________________________
hearing ___________________________________________
motor _____________________________________________
health ____________________________________________
other _____________________________________________

social ____________
behavioral _________

Check the student’s preferred
LEARNING STYLE(S)/
INSTRUCTIONAL STRENGTHS:
M visual
M auditory
M tactile (manipulation by hand)
M kinesthetic (whole body involvement)
Impact:

Description of support the student is receiving:
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

Modified Instruction ______________________________________________________________________
Special Education _______________________________________________________________________
At-Risk Programming ____________________________________________________________________
English as Second Language (ESL) _________________________________________________________
Title I _________________________________________________________________________________
Section 504 Plan ________________________________________________________________________
Other: _________________________________________________________________________________
Other: ________________________________________________________________________________

Assistance with the following activities will be needed:
M
M
M
M
M
M

academic activities/skills ______________________________
mobility ___________________________________________
toileting ____________________________________________
classroom routine ____________________________________
eating _____________________________________________
other _____________________________________________

Instructional format(s) that have proven successful with this student: (Check all that apply.)
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

M
M
M
M
M
M
M

small group
large group
cooperative learning
lecture/practice
class discussions
independent work
assistive technology

tutorial/one-to-one
cross-age grouping
computer assisted
real-life activities
activity-based instruction
field trips
other:

Which of the following instructional adaptations/
modifications have proven successful with
this student? (Check all that apply.)
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

extended time
use of computer/calculator
material read aloud
test modifications
answer orally
assignment/homework reminders
highlighted texts or reading material
preteach/reteach
shortened assignments
notetaker/scribe
taped texts/reading materials
flash cards

M
M
M
M
M
M
M

visual aids
puzzles
guided notes/outlines
advance organizers
material modifications
direct in-class assistance
study guides

Curricular Modifications
M parallel instruction
M parallel materials
M parallel topic/subject
M partial participation
M reduced objectives/outcomes
M alternative instructional activities
M change lesson objectives
M alternative materials
M alternative grading
M alternative assignments
M alternative projects
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Student work habits in the general classroom:
M works independently
M needs extra encouragement
M should be seated:
in front of room
in back of room
away from window

M
M
M
M
M

near window
near friends
away from friends

M distracted by sounds, talking, etc.
M works best with structured classroom
routine

near teacher
away from teacher

needs help with organization, specifically...
needs extra time on classwork
needs to move about occasionally
tends to be impulsive
tends to be reflective

M
M
M
M

needs one-step directions
needs immediate follow-up after directions
usually completes tasks started
best instructional environment
working with peers
working alone
working with adult

Modifications, adaptations, or activities that
HAVE proven successful in the past:

working with one student
working in a team
varied environments

IEP/Program Transition Goals
1.
2.

Behavior management considerations
for this student:

3.
4.
5.

Transition/Post-school plans/hopes and
dreams (from parent, student, other):

SKILL CHECKLISTS—Label each of the following as:
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

copying from the board
gaining information from printed material
(textbooks, handouts, etc.)
gaining information from a discussion
gaining information from an audiotape
gaining information from a demonstration
oral expression and communication skills
creative projects
spelling
reading aloud
participation in class discussions
computer skills
other:

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

+ —a strength

0—a weakness

copying from an overhead
gaining information from charts, graphs, pictures
gaining information from a lecture
gaining information from a film, video, filmstrip
gaining information from a field trip
gaining information from experimentation
organizing and maintaining a notebook
writing (journal, reports, creative, etc.)
math facts
memorization
hands-on tasks
parent involvement
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